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In today’s highly competitive world,
no business can rest on its laurels



A hot company today can quickly
become a footnote in history



Consider the following once
well-established company brands: 



Disruption is a term playing an increasingly 
important role in the global business lexicon



Clayton Christensen defined
“disruption” in this book

The Innovators Dilemma as:

“A product or service typically less expensive and
more accessible— that relentlessly moves upmarket,

eventually displacing established competitors”



Disruption has 
severely impacted 
the fates of several 
once dominant 
companies…



Netflix did not kill 
Blockbuster. 
Ridiculous late
fees did.



Uber did not kill the 
taxi cab business. 
Limited access and
a lack of fare
control did.



Apple did not kill 
the music industry. 
Being forced to buy 
full length albums 
did.



Airbnb is not killing 
the hotel industry. 
Limited availability 
and pricing options 
are.



Strategic positioning can help you
differentiate your business from competition



Smart companies understand
the concept of War Gaming



It is the strategic process of putting yourself in your 
competition’s shoes and identifying your company’s 

vulnerabilities



works with established organizations seeking to

identify new avenues of organic growth and

business performance improvement

ASCENSION



also works with companies in highly competitive

markets that seek to retain their competitive edge

and retain their current marketplace positioning

ASCENSION



is a systematic approach to build strategic

positioning platforms around critical target

market needs/wants and identified

exploitable marketplace gaps

ASCENSION GTM 
OPTIMIZER℠
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GTM Optimizer diagnostically measures customer

reactions to an array of strategic positioning and

messaging options.

 

It then provides invaluable insights used to develop a

formal positioning platform designed to drive long

term revenue and market share growth.
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ASCENSION GROWTH & INNOVATION  STRATEGIES

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR ASCENSION GTM OPTIMIZER℠
CONTACT JIP INGLIS AT JINGLIS@ASCENSIONSTRATEGY.COM

OR CALL ASCENSION AT 404-250-4547

THANK YOU
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